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THE DISCOVERED BOOK Das Haß=Ʒucht= und Lehr=Buch Jeſu Syrachs (1671) BY GEORG MANCELIUS AND RELATIONS WITH ITS EARLIER PUBLICATIONS

Abstract. This article consists of two following parts: presentation of discovered book (section 2) and its analysis (section 3, 4 and 5). The third edition of the Book of Sirach by Mancelius published in 1671 was up to this day considered not to be extant but it was found in very good state stored in the Lund University Library (call number: lub.1356710). The discovery of the book made it possible to compare it with the previous ones and to examine the statement that it differed very little from the others, mostly in spelling. The comparison of the Sir₃ text with its earlier editions disclosed a relatively high number of various linguistic differences, differences in the verse structure and other peculiarities. The scope of this article only allowed to examine the following text modifications (44 cases): additions (35), omissions (6) and verse distribution (3). The largest number of the changes was identified in the first part of the translation, especially towards the middle of the text. A common trend that emerged in examining the changes was that they occurred as a result of a more conservative approach of the editors which manifested in the attempts to bring the translated text closer to Luthers Bible having chosen the strategy of more literal (word-for-word) translation. In order to determine the motivation of the changes, the article has also attempted at exploring the issue of the source of the translation. Analysis seems to suggest that the main source of the translation of Sir by Mancelius was the German text by Luther but it is also obvious that other texts were used as translation ancillary sources too.
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1. Introduction
The third publication of the Book of Sirach (hereafter referred to as Sir₃) by Georg Mancelius published in 1671 was up to this day considered not to
be extant (SLV, 29). However, as early as the 3rd decade of the 20th century one of its copies involved into the convolute of seven books Lettīch Vade mecum (hereafter, LVM3) was registered in the Baltījas vēstures un senatnes biedrība library in Latvia and briefly described in an article by Ludīs Bērziņš (1928). Even so, it disappeared after the war. Together with the former one, other books incorporated into LVM3 also disappeared (SLV, 29, 30, 31, 35, 37)1, except for, most probably, only one book, i.e. a defective copy Die Sprüche Salomonis (SLV, 32)2 published in 1672 which is currently stored in the Academic Library of the University of Latvia (bound together with SLV, 48, 52).3

Although scholarly works make no mention of the possibly available extant copies of LVM3 or books included into it in the archives of other countries, when I ordered the German translation of the Book of Sirach of 1671 in the Lund University Library (hereafter, LUL), it was a surprising discovery since what I received was not the German copy but Mancelius’ Book of Sirach in Latvian under the following title (see also Figure 1):


(Copy of the Lund University Library, call number: lub.1356710)5

---

1 It is important to note that the information provided in SLV 37 that a defective copy of the third convolute of Mancelius’ LVM (without the title page) is stored in the Academic library of the University of Latvia is erroneous. The copy that is actually stored is not the third but the fourth edition of the LVM published in 1685. This can be discovered by inspecting a note inserted before the passage on the Sunday after the New Year about the publication of the book in 1673.

2 The uppermost line of most of the pages in the book is half-cut.

3 Based on the title page of the convolute (see Bērziņš 1928, 177), it has been conventional in previous scholarship to state that the third edition of LVM appeared in 1673, although its different sections were started to be published since 1671 (Augustkals 1930, 110).

4 Proofreading error in Sir3. Cf. Figure 1.

5 In the catalogue of the Lund University Library: http://lubsearch.lub.lu.se/. After collaboration with the librarians an electronic copy of the book has also been
Thus, as the title suggests, this is the 1671 copy of Mancelius’ translation of *Das Hauß=Zucht= und Leh= Buch Jesus Syrachs* which was considered to be non-extant. In the catalogue the book was most probably erroneously ascribed to the collection of German books due to the German language used on the title page, although the title clearly states “In Lettisſcher Sprache außgegeben” and the page indicates the author’s name, i.e. Georg Mancelius. Knowing that Lund was a place where a prominent Latvian scholar Kārlis Draviņš lived and worked for more than fifty years, it is somewhat surprising that the book remained unnoticed, since the scholar had reviewed and described practically all other Latvian books stored in Lund or in nearby

Copenhagen (Dravīš 1951; 1955; 1961; 1965; 1971 etc.). This raises a question: how and when did this book appear in the Lund University Library? Due to the lack of attributes of belonging it is currently difficult to determine the possible owner of the book. However, there are some questions about the book that could be answered. Thus, the aim of the first part of this article (section 2) is the presentation of the discovered book. Nevertheless, the main focus is on its analysis which is provided in the second, larger part of this article. It consists of tracing the sources of the Latvian edition of the Book of Sirach (section 3 and 4) and textual analysis of several differences between Mancelius’ Sir2 and Sir3 (section 5).

2. The state of the Sir copy

The only currently known copy of the book consists of 125 pages (124 of them are numbered) of text (in octavo) (including the title page) and 3 pages (pp. 126, 127, 128) of figures at the end of the book (wood carving) with a quotation from the German Bible placed above the figures (Gen. 4, Ex. 3 and John 4, 10). The book is in a very good condition, although several pages contain darkish stains from moisture (similar to that shown in Figure 1); it is bound in hardcover with endpapers, its pages are not crumpled, folded or torn. There are no handwritten remarks on any of the pages except for a pencil-underlined segment in the title page (see Figure 1). The book does not contain stamp or any other markings that would indicate its place of belonging, except for the stamped library markings which are placed on a paper pasted on the inner side of the front hardcover – „14(?)$“, „Th.(???)$“, „A. 351“. There is no doubt that the current binding of the book was carried out much later, most probably in the previous century; however, the librarians have preserved several fragments of the earlier binding, i.e. some inscriptions in German which were retained by pasting them on the inner surface of the back hardcover (See Figure 2). Perhaps the specific style of writing on these fragments will help identify the owner of the book and thereby trace the ‘path’ of the book to Lund but its comparison with the inscriptions of other Latvian books stored in LUL shows that the writing style is different from other books. With no other attributes in the book which could indicate the ownership, it is currently impossible to answer the majority of the questions regarding the history of the book such as who it belonged to and when and how it arrived to LUL. Nonetheless, some details can be specified. The copy found is a physically separate book and it does not seem to have been
removed from the great convolute of LVM$_3$. This allows to corroborate the statements made by Augstkalns (1930, 110) and Napiersky (1831, 28) that before they were added to the convolute in 1673, several books had been published and perhaps also started to be disseminated individually.

3. Sir$_3$ preparation and relations with its earlier publications

The Book of Sirach published in 1671 and stored in LUL is the third edition of this book of The Old Testament in Latvian. All the three publications are translations by the same author, i.e. Mancelius. The first two editions published in 1631 and 1643 were translated and edited by the same person; however, the publishing works of the third edition which emerged a considerable time after Mancelius’ death\(^6\), were carried out by other persons.

According to Straubergs (1936, 628–629), the history of the preparation of LVM$_3$ is relatively clear. Reports have it that printer Heinrich Bessemesser\(^7\) who wanted to republish Latvian songs, expressed his wish to Melchior Fuchs who then was the Burgomaster of Riga and who passed the request to the pastors on the 25\(^{th}\) of July of 1670 during one of the meetings of the city’s consistory. This matter was discussed again in the meeting that took place on the 10\(^{th}\) of November, 1670 which included the presentation of the same printer’s request to reprint not only the songs but also the handbook of late Mancelius with corrections and additions. A decision was made to

---

\(^6\) Georg Mancelius born June 24, 1593 in Mežmuiža (Augstkalne Parish), died March 17, 1654 in Jelgava (Ozols 1965, 158–159).

\(^7\) A famous printer who worked in Riga in 1660–1683 and who mostly published books in the German language (Apīnis 1977, 51).
refer to pastors Heinrich Lademacher, Peter Stahl and Heinrich Kleinschmidt regarding this request and proceed with the matter only after receiving their response. This is reported to have occurred on the 23rd of November 1670 in a meeting at St. Peter’s Church in Riga the outcome of which was the decision that publishing works of Mancelius’ LVM would have to be conducted by Bruno Hanenfeld, Georg Ulrich and Johann Wedemeier. Straubergs (1936, 629) holds that apart from the aforementioned persons, the book was also actively edited by Lademacher but the scholar also notes that it is unclear how much each of the pastors contributed to the publication. Subsequent scholarly works state that there is a possibility that other pastors who are not mentioned by Straubergs were also involved in the editing of the publication (SLV, 37).

Regardless of the fact that it is difficult to conclusively state which of the mentioned or non-mentioned pastors were the ones to edit the publication of the Book of Sirach or how it was carried out, the fact that the book was edited is unquestionable since only by inspecting the title it is clear that Sir3 was edited (“von den merklich=| lichten Fehlern gefäubert | worden”, see Fig. 1), therefore it should differ from the earlier two editions of the same text prepared by Mancelius. However, knowing that serious discussions about the third edition of LVM only emerged at the very end of 1670 and thus presuming that the texts were started to be reviewed in 1671, it is possible to conclude that relatively little time was allocated to the editing of Sir3. Its printing started as early as 1671, although the preface of the whole convolute, as it is revealed in the article by Augstkalns (1933, 54; also SLV, 37), was only signed on the 6th of January 1673. Perhaps this is the main reason why it had been routinely stated (SLV, 37) that in comparison to earlier editions, LVM3 only contains insignificant orthographical changes irrespective of the fact that such claims do not seem to have valid support since no information about the copy had been retrieved and available.

After the Sir3 copy was discovered, there occurred a possibility to compare and contrast the texts and to determine the actual number and types of editorial modifications made in the text alongside their possible motivation. In fact, this is the aim of the second part of the article. However, the article is limited to the analysis of the changes detected in Sir3 which include

---

8 It should be mentioned that a preface by Riga’s clergy which was bound after that, signed even earlier on the 25th of October 1672.
additions (5.3), omissions (5.2) and division of verses (5.1). Orthographic, morphological, derivational, lexical and syntactic changes are not discussed in this article since a large number of such changes requires a separate study.

The main material of the analysis consists of texts of the Book of Sirach published in 1643 and 1671. They were digitalised and compared manually applying the contrastive method. The analysis is performed by not only contrasting the excerpts from Sir2 and Sir3 that are quoted in the article but all the cases examined in Sir1 (1631) and those published in the two Latvian editions of the Book of Sirach in 1685, namely, in the fourth edition of Mancelius’ LVM and in the handbook prepared by Heinrich Adolphi (1685) the basis of which was the translation by Mancelius.

4. Studies and sources of the Latvian edition of the Book of Sirach

The Latvian translation of the Book of Sirach received very scarce attention from researchers, irrespective of the fact that in the Lutheran tradition it was a significant part of the teaching process while its plentiful publishing as a separate book in the context of the Baltic States is to a certain extent phenomenal. Given the scarcity of scientific works, it is not surprising that the sources of the book’s translation have not been consistently examined. Nevertheless, this issue has been crucial in pursuing the motivation of the changes that are discussed in the subsequent sections of this article (it is normal for part of the changes to appear in text as a result of different editors comparing the translation with the original); thus, it is worth to at least review it briefly.

---

9 Cf.: there are approximately 70 derivational changes, up to 90 lexical changes and well above a hundred morphological changes.

10 Electronic version of the text can be found in the Corpus of Early written Latvian (http://senie.korpuss.lv/source.jsp?codificator=Manc1631_Syr).

11 See SLV, 48, 55.

12 See SLV, 47. Electronic version of the text can be found in the Corpus of Early written Latvian (http://senie.korpuss.lv/source.jsp?codificator=VLH1685_Syr).

13 Perhaps the only scholarship on the topic is Beītiņa’s (1997; 2003) research on nominal sentences of the Book of Sirach.

14 Although in Germany it appeared before the translation of the whole Bible and it received widespread popularity (in 1533–1545 12 volumes were published (WA DB 12, xv), it was not published and used in all the territories with a Lutheran tradition. Cf. Lutheran publications in Lithuania Minor.
The potential sources of the translation are mentioned by Beitiņa (1997, 53) who maintains that, given Mancelius’ erudition, it is impossible to assert that the basis of Sir was the German translation. She proposes that all the texts that were then available to the translators (The Vulgate and the sources in Hebrew and, possibly other languages) could be used as possible translation sources. However, this statement is subject to questioning, since even a preliminary inspection of the text suggests that it is the German source (any of the translations by Luther\textsuperscript{15}) that could have been the basis of Sir alongside other sources, i.e., fragments in other languages that are also present in the text cast no doubt on the fact that the translator also referred to other sources such as Greek and Latin texts (perhaps a parallel text or a polyglot that were conventionally used at that time). The considerable influence of Luther’s translation of the Book of Sirach on Mancelius’ translation can be demonstrated by providing numerous examples. Below are several of them:

Sir. 12:2

\textbf{Sir} \textsuperscript{3} | Darri Labbam labb / tad kluht tōw tas Baggatige attmaxahtž / ja nhe no winju / tad teeb teefcham notix no to Kungu. (Debbešies.)

\textbf{LB} | Thu dem Fromen guts / So wird dirs reichlich vergolten / Wo nicht von jm / so geschichts gewislich vom HERRN.

\textbf{V} | Benefac justo, et invenies retributionem magnam: et si non ab ipso, certe a Domino.

\textbf{SP} | “ἐὖ ποίησον ἐὐσεβεῖ καὶ ἐὕρησεις ἀνταπόδομα καὶ εἰ μὴ παρ’ αὐτοῦ ἄλλα παρὰ τοῦ ψιστοῦ”

Sir. 2:3

\textbf{Sir} \textsuperscript{3} | Turrees tōw py Deewu / und nhe attkahp / Ka tu al=lačh ŏtipprâhx kluhtîti.

\textbf{LB} | Halt dich an Gott / vnd weiche nicht / auff das du jmer stercker werdest.

\textbf{V} | conjungere Deo, et sustine, ut crescat in novissimo vita tua.

\textbf{SP} | κολλήθητι αὐτῷ καὶ μὴ ἀποστῆς ἵνα αὐξηθῆς ἐπ᾽ ἐσχάτων σου

\textsuperscript{15} Admittedly, it is usually considered that the Book of Sirach present in the LB was translated from The Vulgate and The Septuagint (Rösel 2017, 293), although other opinions also exist, cf. Sau er (2013, 129) claims that it was only translated from The Vulgate.
Although Mancelius’ following of Luther cannot be denied in the subsequent example of Sir. 22:19–20 (cf. lexical (Lv. Nams, Germ. Haus ‘house’, but Lat. lignum, Gr. ξύλινος ‘tree’; Lv. lietus, Germ. Regen ‘rain’, but Lat. ventus, Gr. ἄνεμος ‘wind’) and structural overlaps determined, most probably, by the goal to maintain effective intercultural communication), the insertions reflect the comparison of the text of the translation with the Greek and Latin sources:
As can be expected from a text which is targeted at religious practice rather than specialised studies, the main source was not followed word for word but considerable attention was also paid to a more fluent language of the translation which results in a number of differences, e.g. morphological (a.) or lexical differences (b.), differences in the number of words in a sentence (c.), differences in the sentence’s the word order (d.) and other changes. Consider the following examples:

a. Sir. 19:8

Sir₃ Tòw buhs to nei labbam nei jaunam šatziet / und nhe iβtifahì / ja tu to bebè ghruhtu Ŝirrdi / darriet warr.

LB Du solts weder Freund noch Feinde sagen / Vnd offenbars nicht / wo du es on böse gewissen thun kanst /

b. Sir. 38:3

Sir₃ Ta Sinnačhana ta Ahrťta pa=auxtena winju / und darra to leelu py leeleem Kungeem.

LB Die kunst des Artžts erhöhet jn / vnd macht jn gros bey Fürsten vnd Herrn.

c. Sir. 20:10

Sir₃ Daffch dohd / kohlab kas tòw nhe pallieds / turr pret=tie atkal daffch dohd kam ohter teek klühft attmaxaht3.


d. Sir. 38:27

Sir₃ Tam buhs dohmaht / ka tam ja=arť / und buhs Rietohs Wackarohts Ghoweem ehft dohd.

LB Er mus dencken / wie er ackern sol / vnd mus spat vnd früe den Küen futter geben.
These several examples illustrate that the German text can be considered the main source of the translation, while all the others are ancillary sources. However, although such an observation allows to narrow down the question of the main source of the translation, it does not fully resolve the issue since there were numerous editions of the Book of Sirach by Luther and, in addition, they were also different from one another.

5. Several differences between Mancelius’ Sir₂ and Sir₃

The article examines 44 modifications of Sir₃ which include 35 additions (5.3), 6 omissions (5.2) and 3 cases of different verse division (5.1) with the following distribution in the translation:

![Chart](chart.png)

**Chart 1. The distribution of the changes in Sir₃ according to the chapters**

The chart reflects the general quantitative tendency of the changes examined in Sir₃, which shows that the first half (especially towards the middle) of the translation was edited much more extensively in comparison to the second half. Chapter 20 contains the highest number of changes made by the editors alongside adjacent chapters, i.e. 21 and 22 as well as chapter 12 which also contain a relatively high number of changes. All of the chapters are similar in terms of topic, they all deal with such topics as the behaviour of a clever and a silly person, didactic remarks on how not to be lazy and foolish, how to do good deeds and avoid sinful behaviour.
5.1. Verse divisions

The comparison of Sir₂ and Sir₃ has revealed that there are three cases in the first half of the translation of Sir₃ where the division into verses or their numbering differs.¹⁶ The first difference was detected in chapter 17:


Like in Sir₁, the 17th chapter of Sir₂ is divided into 30 verses; however, Sir₃ is divided into 31 verses which is the same number of verses that is present in Luther Bible. As a result, all the remaining verses of chapter 17 (8–30) in the third edition include a one-verse difference.

The second and the third differences occur in chapter 20. The first difference of this chapter (2) is only in numbering of verses (the fifth verse was combined with the fourth and then previous 5th verse became 6th etc.):


This one-verse difference continues until the 21st verse where the division is unified:


¹⁶ In general, Mancelius’ division of the Book of Sirach into verses is considerably different from the Lutheran division which later was established as a traditional division; however, the comparison was conducted in this section only between the different Latvian editions of Sir.

¹⁷ Hereafter, the number of the chapter, verse and page of Sir₃ are provided in parentheses following the example.
Both differences are interrelated since the division into (2) two verses instead of a single verse found in Sir\textsubscript{1} and Sir\textsubscript{2} results in the difference in the subsequent numbering of verses in a single number until the (3) 21\textsuperscript{st} verse which, having combined verses 19 and 20 into a single one, again match the division of the previous editions.

Almost all the corrections of verse numbering in Sir\textsubscript{3} correspond to the last publication of the Bible edited by Luther\textsuperscript{18}, but the numbering differs from the Vulgate and the Septuagint which may suggest that the differences were made in an attempt at unification in accordance with the Lutheran canon. However, having compared more chapters, it becomes apparent that the book contains more instances where the fragments that seemingly had not corresponded to LB were not corrected, e.g. Sir. 4:17–19, Sir. 38:37–39 and others. Nevertheless, no conclusive statements should be made regarding this issue since it is important to bear in mind that for a substantial period of time the editions of the Book of Sirach contained no verse numbering\textsuperscript{19} and the numbering of those editions that contained it, was different. The first edition of Luther’s Bible that provided the verse numbering on the margins (including the Book of Sirach) appeared only in 1568 in Heidelberg; however, the German account holds that the “true”, i.e. Wittenberg’s edition emerged as late as 1585–1586 (long after Luther’s death and the publication of the last edition in 1545) (Zwink 2007). Having reviewed a number of editions of Luther’s Bible by different publishers\textsuperscript{20} it becomes apparent that none of them contained an identical verse division which suggests that the differences observed between the different editions of Sir by Mancelius are not an uncommon phenomenon. The differences among the different

\textsuperscript{18} Except for the first change of chapter 20 which includes a different numbering of verses 4, 5 and 6 but afterwards matches the new verse division of Sir\textsubscript{3} (WA DB 12, 199).

\textsuperscript{19} In fact, for a long time there was no verse numbering in the entire Bible, not only in its smaller-volume editions. Although the first case of text division into chapters is recorded in the \textit{Codex Vaticanus} whereas a newer system of numbering was proposed by Stephen Langton in the 13\textsuperscript{th} century (Brown 1833, 94), the first edition of the New Testament which contained verse numbering only emerged in 1551 (Metzger 2005, 150).

\textsuperscript{20} E.g. different editions of the full published Bibles: 1586, 1589 Wittenberg (Zacharias Lehmann), 1588 Newstadt an der Hardt (Mathias Harnisch), 1590 Wittenberg (Johann Krafft), 1599 Wittenberg (Lorentz Süberlich), 1622 Herborn (Christoph Corvinus Erben) etc.
editions of LB may seem promising in their ability to provide additional
evidence which could enable the identification of the sources of Mancelius’
translation; however, so far none of the numerous LB editions reviewed
completely matched the numbering in Sir by Mancelius. Therefore, the
question regarding the sources of the translation remains open.

5.2. Omissions

Comparing Sir3 with Sir2, six omissions of the later publication were
detected. Of them all, five cases include the omission of only one word,
whereas one case includes the omission of a longer fragment. The latter
seems to be a clear case of parablepsis\(^\text{21}\), i.e. an error of miscalculating text
due to the identical fragments of the same sentence or line (see underlined
fragment), whereby a scribe’s glance jumps over to the subsequent fragment
(which typically occurs when typing or copying text)\(^\text{22}\):

\begin{verbatim}
(4) [...] jeb no kahdu bailigu / ka karfoht buhf / jeb no kahdu Pretzeneeku / zeek
darge wings tawu Pretz prett sawu fkeetahs turreht / jeb no kahdu Pirtseyu → [...] jeb
no kahdu Ø Pretzeneeku / zeek darge wings tawu Pretz prett sawu fkeetahs turreht / jeb
no kahdu Pirtseyu [...] (37\(^\text{12}\)85)
\end{verbatim}

The following single-word omission observed in Sir3 is also considered to
be a case of an obviously non-deliberate change, i.e. an omission of a non-
editorial character:

\begin{verbatim}
(5) 11. Und Nhelaimeh nefsis. → 10. Tapehtz peeluhko / ka tawa Weentefshiba tòw nhe
pe=wills. 11. Und Nhelaimeh. Ø 12. Kad kahds Warráhs gribb tòw py sów wilkt / tad
leedfée / tad wings tòw whel wairahk py sów wilx. (13\(^\text{11}\)29)
\end{verbatim}

Although the sentence cited above (5) consists of only three words, it is an
individual verse of chapter 13; therefore, having omitted the predicate nefsis
‘she/he will bring,’ it becomes absolutely unclear what the meaning of the
sentence is. This omission does not recur in any of the later editions (cf. Sir4,
Und Nhelaimeh nefsis and VLH\textsubscript{Sir} In Nelaime ne eeweddihs).

The remaining four omissions also occur in the later edition of Sir4, although
their motivation is not that evident. Some of them can be considered random

\(^{21}\) See Subačius 2001, 300; or Metzger 2005, 253.

\(^{22}\) It is interesting to note that, contrary to part of other presumed proofreading errors
that occurred in Sir3, this omission is not corrected in Sir4.
changes since the words that were omitted consist of only two or three letters but other cases are likely to be a result of conscious and deliberate change since the omitted lexemes are non-essential for the understanding of the meaning of those sentences and such modifications could have been made for editorial or stylistic purposes:

(6) \textit{ka tas} Baggahț warråhtu tapt \(\rightarrow\) Daffch ghanna śuhre fråhda / und fteidfahs / (Gr. laborans,) \textit{ka ∅ Baggahț warråhtu tapt / und śow paf=fcham tickai ar to kawweh.} (11[10]^{11}_{24});

(7) \textit{No mann fkreen daudtʒ Uppiteβ darfohs / ka \textit{tas} Vdeni ewåddina} \(\rightarrow\) \textit{No mann fkreen daudtʒ Uppiteβ darfohs / ka ∅ Udens thop ewåddinahtʒ.} (24^{40}_{56});^23

(8) \textit{Bett ey patteitʒ} \(→\) \textit{Bett ∅ patteitʒ par to wiʃsu / tam / katters tøjw raddiyis / und ar śaweeṃ Dahwaneem pee=ählデンayis gir.} (32^{17}_{74});

(9) [...] apleezina to ar \textit{to Śwåtu Ghramatu} \(→\) apleezina to ar ∅ Śwåtu Ghramatu (39^{11}_{92}).

Of all the omissions, the demonstrative pronoun \textit{tas} ‘that’ was omitted three times. However, it is important to note that this word serves different syntactic functions in the sentences: the omitted pronoun \textit{tas} in the subordinate clause in example (6) serves the function of a subject in Sir$_2$; in example (7) the omitted \textit{tas} in Sir$_2$ serves the function of a subject, but its omission seems conscious and reasonable because it is not related to the change in the syntactic structure of the sentence (it was replaced with a passive-construction sentence); finally, in example (9), the omission is of the demonstrative pronoun \textit{tas} which was in the position of an article. If the latter omission is conscious and deliberate, it could have been determined by the stylistic purposes of the sentence since the adjacent sentence also includes the use of the same form of the pronoun which serves a different function (\textit{aplezina to} is a complement, \textit{ar to Śwåtu Ghramatu} serves the function of an article) and thereby hinders the comprehension of the sentence. The use of \textit{ey} ‘you go’ that appears in Mancelius’ Sir$_1$ and Sir$_2$ displayed in example (8) is not found in any of the possible translation sources$^{24}$, nor in later translations of the Book of Sirach into Latvian. This could be the main reason to omit the lexeme \textit{ey} in the translation which could have occurred in the source text due to stylistic composition in coordinating it with the previous verse. A more

\footnote{LB: ES \textit{fliessen von mir viel Bechlin in die Garten / wie man das water hinein leitet.}}

\footnote{LB: Sondern dancke fur das alles dem / der dich geschaffen / und mit seinen Gütern gesettiget hat. (WA DB 12, 235).}
improbable reason for it to have occurred in the source text is the typist’s inaccurate insertion. 

5.3. Additions

Amounting to 35 cases detected in total in Sir₃, the largest category of the changes under examination are additions. Formally, all insertions observed in Sir₃ are divided into the following two groups: 1) additions provided in parentheses (5.3.1.); and 2) additions incorporated into the text without any distinctive marks (5.3.2.).

5.3.1. The largest group of additions to Sir₃ (22 out of 35) is constituted of those provided in parentheses. Of those, 16 insertions are: (a.) single-word additions (8 nouns, 4 verbs, 2 adjectives and 2 adverbs) but the remaining part of six additions (b.) are insertions that consist of more than one word. All the insertions that belong to this group are incorporated into the Sir₃ text and occupy the position after the specifying word or phrase.

a) The motivation of the vast majority of single-word additions seems to be determined by language variation because the insertions can be considered to be synonyms or lexical variants of the words preceding them. Their abundance is not surprising as the use of variants was characteristic of early texts written for daily religious practice. According to Krúopas (1960, 223), different lexical parallelisms in such texts are determined by their wish to appeal to representatives of different dialects, the absence of consistent literary style of language, the influence of foreign languages and other circumstances. However, the occurrence of the majority of the additions in Sir₃ can also be explained by the direct influence of the source text on the translation which reflects the editors’ more conservative approach. It seems that when Mancelius text was edited, it was compared and contrasted against LB and any fragments that had digressed from LB were edited in an attempt to find the closest equivalent which sometimes resulted in adding a practically literal equivalent (cf. translation segments 14, 16, or 18):

(10) Bett eſši weenahdygs (paftawigs) tawohs Wahr=dohs / und palleetʒ py weenas Wallodas. (51211) [LB: Sondern sey bestendig in deinem wort / vnd bleibe bey einerley rede.];

(11) […] beet ftarp tuhx=toſcheem ghrunte (knappe) weenam titʒi. (6612) [LB: HAlts mit jederman freundlich / Vertrawe aber vnter tausent kaum einem.];
(12) Śawu Ghallou wings kratties / Rohkas kulldams / (GR. manu plaudet,) tòw śmeeʃées / und to Mutt (Purru) uḥβmetties. (121928) [LB: Seinen Kopff wird er schütteln / vnd in die faust lachen / dein spotten / vnd das Maul aufferwen.];
(13) Ka tas Lauwis tohs Swáhrus Mehšcha (Śillohs) rheege / ta rheege tee Baggaty tohs Nabbagus. (132329) [LB: Wie der Lew das wild frißt in der heide / So fressen die Reichen die Armen.];
(14) Behds preekʃchan teem Ghrákeem / ka preekʃch paffchas Tʃhubskas / aifto ja tu to aiʃkarʃśi / tad winja tòw maitha. (durrβ) (2145) [LB: Fleuch fur der sünde / wie fur einer Schlange / Denn so du jr zu nahe komest / so sticht sie dich];
(15) Kas śawu Āhku darra ar zitto Laufcho Mantu / tas kraufihs (jackrahfie) Ackminnis sów par Beddri. (alii Dohb.) (2146) [LB: WEr sein Haus bawet mit ander Leute gut / Der samlet steine jm zum Grabe.];
(16) Tee Wehʃtneʃchi (aufschopuhteyi) darrachs sów paf=fchem Nhelaim […] (213148) [LB: Djere Ohrenbleser thu jnen selbs schaden / Vnd hat sie niemand gern vmb sich.];
(17) Und kad Śirrde śpeeʃch (oiʃiem)26 / tad to warr no=manniet. (222449) [LB: Vnd wenn man einem das Hertz trifft / so lesst er sich mercken.];
(18) Kaʃ Strahdeneekam śawu Allgu nhe dohd / taʃ gir Afšina Riyeis. (Aʃina=Śuns) (35342780) [LB: WEr dem Erbeiter seinen Lohn nicht gibt / der ist ein Bluthund.].

But rather than boldly changing the lexemes deployed by Mancelius,27 the editors left these suggestions in parentheses only as variants. The motivation of the remaining four (19)–(22) single-word synonym insertions is not as transparent. Most likely, they occurred due to the specificity of the language of translation and the variants of language use which were partly determined by the German source text (cf. (21) contains a German borrowing or (22) includes the use of a closer single-word equivalent):

(19) Weens Nhegauffcha (Plehſiegs) muʃʃcham nhe lee=kahs ghanna ʃʃam […] (1431) [LB: Ein vorteilischer Mensch];
(20) Jecka Śirrds gir ka kahds Škrittelis (Rittens) py Rattu […] (3375) [LB: ein Rad];

26 It is not clear whether a dialectal variant (ai → oi; see Rudzīte 2005, 132–133) is used in the insertion or whether the change is due to a proofreading error which often occurs in Sir3.
27 Although this article does not examine this phenomenon, it is worth mentioning that there are considerably more lexical substitutions (a word replaced with another one) than the use of synonymous variants provided in parentheses that are discussed in this section of the analysis (cf. footnote 9).
(21) Jht ta arridfan Kalleis / tam buhß py sawu Lack=tu buht / und sawu Kallwu (Smeehde) šarghaat [...] (39[38]190) [LB: Schmitte];
(22) [...] katters kahdu Jumprauwu nhego=dà darra (abfchmei) [...] (20443) [LB: der eine Jungfraw schendet].

However, the one-word insertions written in parentheses three times are not synonyms but rather means of text explication, additions providing new information (23–24) or specifying the meanings of some words in the text (25). From the syntactic point of view, all these additions serve the function of manner:

(23) Darri Labbam labb / tad kluhft tòw tas Baggatige attmaxahtz / ja nhe no winju tad teeß tefcham notix no to Kungu. (Debbešies.) (1226);
(24) Es åßmu pehdige uhßmodiß / ka kahds kaß Rud=deny pehtʒ laßa. (wahrpus) (331676);
(25) Jecka Walloda ſpeeſch (gaufche) ka Naßta Žeľlà [...] (211947).

It is interesting to note that none of the additions have a direct equivalent in Luther’s translation, the Vulgate or Septuagint and they are somewhat subjective translation suggestions that narrow down the interpretation of the verses.

b) Multi-word insertions of Sir3 are also mostly synonymous variants of the preceding word or phrase rather than text additions, e.g.:

(26) [...] Nhe behds arridfan par leeku / ka tu waya=dība warrāhtu pallidfeht (kam labba warr kalpoht). (131329) [LB: Fleuchs auch nicht zu seer / das man dich zur not brauchen künde.];
(27) [...] bett weens Nherihfcha (Nelgha Jeg=kis) nhe war Laicku peghaiđiht (20743) [LB: Aber ein jecher Narr / can der zeit nicht erharren];
(28) [...] und tērhfeh allafch proyam / ka tas tam eekriet / (prahtə nahk) (202144) [LB: Vnd wesscht jner fort / wie es jm einfelt];
(29) [...] bett Jeckis buhtu ja apraudo / (nahkas wairahs28 apraudaht) ka tam Prahts nhe gir. (221048) [LB: Aber vber einen Narren solt man trawren / das er keinen verstand hat.];
(30) Jht ka tas krahibaßiβ (thas krahibaß) Mahlβ pi (Gr. Ξυγος, i. scalptus.) notāhtu Ŝeenu / pretti leetu. (222049) [LB: GLeich wie der schöne Tünch / an der schlechten Wand / wider den Regen /];

28 Proofreading error in the Sir3.
As can be seen from the above examples, the motivation of multi-word insertions is less regular than that of single-word insertions as it features the elements of both strategies of foreignization and domestication. Some sections reflect a more conservative approach of the editors manifested in a more literal translation strategy. As a result, some insertions are closer to Luther’s translation rather than Mancellius’ variant (e.g. 27, 29). On the other hand, some fragments (although to a lesser extent) exhibit an opposite approach, i.e. the proposed variant in such cases is more expressive and persuasive than the previous one (e.g. 28).

5.3.2. There are 13 additions of Sir₃ where the inserted text is not marked typographically. All of the insertions are minor and consist of single-word additions. In this case, the motivation of the insertions is also rather regular, i.e. it seems that the insertions are motivated by the attempt to make the text as similar to Luther’s translation as possible by maintaining all the words used by Luther. Nine insertions contain either a complete or partial equivalent used in the German text:

(32) Aiſto ta warr kaunehtees / ka ar to irr ghrákoht warr / und warr arridfan ta kaunehtees / ka weens Schälaſtibu und Ghodu no to dabbuit warr. (4²⁵₁₀) [LB: das man gnade vnd ehre daun hat];

(33) Deewa Rohkahs gir / kad kahdam Kungam ḥaymeh=yahs / tas patʒ dohd / tam weenu taitsamu Cantʒleru. (10⁵²₁) [LB: Es stehet in Gottes handen];

(34) [...] ka ween ka tee Deewu byftahs. (10²²₂) [LB: denn das sie Gott fürchten];

(35) Kad kam labb klayahs / tad nhe war kahdu Draugu parreife attſiet [...] (12²⁷) [LB: Wens einem wolgehet, so kan man keinen Freund recht erkennen.];

(36) Und jeb wingsghan tawas Bāhdas rāds / tad leek wings tomehr tōw tadas nieckt (keppereht) / und Ghal=wu par tōw kratta. (13⁹₂₉) [LB: Vnd wenn er gleich deine Not sihet];

(37) Dfirdi tu nhe labbas leetas / tad tahs nhe ifšacki. (19⁶₄₁) [LB: Horestu was böses / das sage nicht nach];

(38) SLingks Zillwāhx gir ka kades Ackmins / kas dubb=lohfβ ghill. 2. Kas to uhszel / tam buhs sawas Rohkas at=kal noſlaſtʒiet (22¹–²₄₈) [LB: Wer jn auffhebt, der mus die Hende wider wiſſchen];

²⁹ Proofreading error in the Sir₃.

³⁰ In fact, this verse captures a much more complex change, cf. Sir₂ Vnd jeſche wings tawas Bāhdas rāds / tatſche wings pehtz tōw nhe ohla / vnd Ghalwu par tōw kratta.
The motivation of the remaining four additions is less evident as none of them has a direct equivalent in LB or Synoptic fragments of the Bible:

(41) Und winja Paſtary parreite ißdohfßeese. (4189) [LB: Vnd seine Nachkomen werden gedeißen];
(42) Und jeb wings ghan ilghe klannijahs und lohkahs. (121127) [LB: Vnd ob er sich schon neiget vnd bücket];
(43) Daſſch dohd / kohlab kas tów nhe pallieds. (201043) [LB: ES gibt off einer etwas / da ers vbel anleget];
(44) [...] tas darra śawas labbibas Ghubbas leelas [...] (203045) [LB: der macht seine Hauffen gros].

Nevertheless, these additions are not superfluous in the text, e.g. insertions (41), (42) and (44) specify and narrow down the meaning of the subsequent words, whereas the complement in example (43) facilitates the understanding of the meaning of the sentence. Several insertions can be considered to additions of compensatory character, especially the first one in which a two-word addition in the Latvian translation is used in order to maintain the semantics of the German word gedeihen ‘to thrive’.

6. Conclusions
1. The 1671 edition of Mancelius’ Book of Sirach which was considered non-extant is known and stored in the Lund University Library (call number: lub.1356710). The copy is in a very good state, except for several darkened pages. Since the book contains no attributes of belonging (except a pencil underlining in the title page) that could suggest its owner, the majority of the questions pertaining to the book’s history such as who it belonged to and how it reached LUL are currently difficult to answer and thus remain open.
2. The comparison of the Sir3 text with its earlier editions disclosed a relatively high number of various linguistic differences, differences in the verse structure and other peculiarities. The scope of this article only allowed to examine the following text modifications: additions, omissions and verse distribution. Overall, there were 44 cases of such changes observed in the text. The largest number of the changes was identified in the first part of the
translation, especially towards the middle of the text, whereas the second part of the book contained fewer modifications (see Chart 1). A common trend that emerged in examining the changes was that they occurred as a result of a more conservative approach of the editors which manifested in the attempts to bring the translated text closer to Luther Bible having chosen the strategy of more literal (word-for-word) translation.

2.1. The largest group of the changes examined consist of additions with 35 cases of them detected in Sir3. A larger segment of the additions consists of insertions provided in parentheses (22) rather than those that are incorporated into the text without any typographic marking (13). Additions typically include minor, single-word insertions whereas their motivation is relatively regular, i.e. have a complete or partial equivalent in Luther’s translation. Multi-word insertions provided only in parentheses and their motivation is less regular since in some segments the text is brought closer to Luther’s translation while several new insertions include more expressive variants.

2.2. Omissions contain a considerably lower number (6) of the modifications detected in Sir3. Of all the above, two cases are clear proofreading errors, but the motivation of the remaining four one-word omissions is not clear. Although the omitted lexemes are minor, they seem to be a result of conscious modification since none of the omissions have an impact of the understanding of the meaning of the sentence.

2.3. Comparing and contrasting Sir2 and Sir3, three differences in the numbering of verses emerged in chapters 17 and 20 which most probably occurred as a result of comparing those sections with one of the editions of Luther’s Bible. However, these changes are irregular since the whole text was not consistently structurally compared and edited as there are more places which remained the same.

3. In order to determine the motivation of the changes made in the text, the article has also attempted at exploring the issue of the source of the translation which was not examined previously. The comparison of Mancelius’ Sir with LB, the Vulgate, the Septuagint and several other texts provided in the polyglots seems to suggest that the main source of the translation of Sir3 was the German text by Luther but it is also obvious that other texts were used as translation sources too. However, although this observation narrows down the question of the source of the translation, it does not fully resolve the issue since there were numerous different translations and editions of the Book of Sirach by Luther and they differ considerably from each other.
RASTA GEORGO MANCELEIO *Das Hauß=Zucht= und Lehr=Buch Jefu Syrachs* (1671) IR JOS SANTYKIS SU ANKSTESNIAIS LEIDIMAIMIS

Santrauka


**SOURCES**


Sir₂ – *Das Hauß=Zucht= und Lehr=Buch Jefu Syrachs* / 3um erften mahl in Lettischer 3un= | gen gebracht und verfertigt / und nun | 3um ander mahl überfehen/ |
Durch | GEORGIUM MANCELI∩M | Semgallum, der H. Schrifft Licentiatum, | vnd
jetźiger Zeit Fürstlicher Churländicher | Hoff=Prediger. | Ad Zoilum: | Serviat omne DEO
Schröder. | Im Jahr 1643.

Sir3 – Das Haus=3ucht= und | Lehr=Buch | Jefu Syrachs / | Wie es vormahls |
Durch den Sel: Herrn | GEORGIUM MANCELIUM, SS. Theol. Licent. wei=|land
Fürftl. Curländichen | Hoffprediger/ | In Lettischer Sprache | ausgegeben. | Nunehm aber
Beffe=|meffer / im Jahre 1671.

SP – Vetus Testamentum graece iuxta LXX interpretes, electronical edition prepared
by the Center for Computer Analysis of Texts at the University of Pennsylvania, TITUS
texte/etc/grie/sept/sept.htm.

V – Biblia Sacra Iuxta Vulgatam Versionem, Stuttgart: Deutsche Bibelgesellschaft,
1983 (quoted from BibleWorks 7.0, eds.: R. Weber, B. Fischer, J. Gribomont, H. F. D.
Sparks, W. Thiele).
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